Abstract. If P and Q are the projections onto essentially reducing subspaces M and N for an operator, the closed linear span and the intersection of M and N need not be essentially reducing or even essentially invariant. However, they are if M + N is closed, in particular if PQ = QP or if PQ is compact.
are almost orthogonal in the sense that the product of the corresponding projections is compact. Proposition 1.2. If P and Q are projections onto closed subspaces M and N and PQ is compact, then M + N is closed.
All projections in this paper are assumed to be self adjoint. Propositions 1.1 and 1.2 will be proved in §4. Proposition 1.1 also applies if the corresponding projections P and Q commute. In that case, PQ is the projection onto M n TV, and P + Q -PQ is that onto M + N. The latter is closed since it is the range of a continuous projection. So the closed linear span M V TV is M + N; Proposition 1.1 applies; and the closed linear span and intersection are essentially invariant if M and N are. This can also be shown directly. The invariant case holds because
TPQ -PQTPQ = Q(TP -PTP)Q + (TQ -QTQ)P and T(P + Q -PQ) -(P + Q -PQ)T(P + Q-PQ) = (1 -P)(TQ -QTQ) + (1 -Q)(TP -PTP)(l -Q).
The reducing case follows from TPQ -PQT = (TP -PT)Q -I-P(TQ -QT) and T(P+Q-PQ)-(P+Q-PQ)T = (TP -PT)(l -Q) + (1 -P)(TQ -QT). □ Before presenting a few examples, we list some immediate consequences of the definitions. (ii) M is essentially reducing if and only if Mx is essentially reducing if and only if both M and M ± are essentially invariant.
(iii) M is essentially reducing if it has finite dimension or codimension in H.
(iv) If S C L(H) is such that T* is in S whenever T is in S, then any subspace essentially invariant for S essentially reduces S.
2. Counterexamples. The intersection of a family of essentially reducing subspaces need not be essentially invariant. Also, their span need not be, even if the family is pairwise orthogonal. An easy way to see this is to notice that any subspace is an intersection of spaces of finite codimension and is the closed linear span of one dimensional spaces. It is thus not sufficient to assume a compact commutator for P and Q. Proposition 1.1 suggests that the problem is that M + N is not closed. Proposition 1.2 says that if we make the stronger assumption that PQ is compact, we do get the desired result.
3. Technical lemmas. The angle between subspaces. The basic fact which makes Propositions 1.1 and 1.2 work is that the sum of two subspaces with trivial intersection is closed if and only if there is a positive angle between them. This is contained in the following lemma whose content is reasonably well known. See for example Proposition 1.1 on page 21 of [3] and the material following it. A proof is included here for completeness and to bring the computational portions of the lemma together. 
by Lemma 3.2. But Qv is the best approximation to v in TV, so ||(1 -P)(l -Q)ff< (1 -(1 -c)3/2(l + c))|e + w||2
So the restriction of (1 -P)(l -Q)to(M± n N-1)1-has norm strictly less (1 -R)((TP -PTP) + (TQ -QTQ))D~X = TR -RTR is also compact, and M + N is essentially invariant. Also, M x and TV x are essentially invariant for T*. By Lemma 3.3, Afx + 7VX is closed, so by the above argument, A/ x + TV x is essentially invariant for T*. Thus Af n TV = (A/x + 7VX)X is essentially invariant for T. If Af and TV are essentially reducing for T, they are essentially invariant for both T and 7*. By the above, M + TV and M n TV are essentially invariant for both T and 7"*, so they essentially reduce T. This completes the proof of Proposition 1.1. □ To prove Proposition 1.2, we assume PQ E K(H). Since M n TV and U = (M n TV)X reduce P, Q, and anything in the C*-algebra they generate, we have \\PQ\u\\2 = \\(PQ\u)*{PQ\u)\\ = \\QpQ\u\\-™s last is a positive, compact, self adjoint operator of norm no more than 1. By the spectral theory for compact operators, the norm is the same as the largest eigenvalue. But if QPQf = f, then /= Q2PQf = Qf so that / is in N. Also, ||(1 -P)/||2 =<(l -P)f,f) = ((l -P)Qf, Qf) = {Qf-QPQf,f)= 0. So Proposition 5.1. Let P and Q be projections onto subspaces M and N and suppose PQ is compact. Let R be the projection onto the (closed) subspace M + N. Then P + Q -R is compact.
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition l.l,Z) = P+ß-l-l-/?is invertible. Since (P + Q -R)D = PQ + QP is compact, the result follows. As in [6] , this extends to sums of a finite number of almost (essentially) mutually orthogonal projections by induction. □ J. P. Williams was kind enough to suggest this alternative proof of Proposition 1. This is closed by hypothesis and is equal to F77, so the result follows.
Finally, if / is any two-sided *-ideal in L(H), we can define /-invariant and /-reducing subspaces modulo / in the obvious way. The above arguments show that if M + TV is closed, then M n N and M + N are /-invariant or /-reducing whenever M and N are.
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